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Eurasian Energy Market

• Background:
Energy cooperation in the context of the Commonwealth of
Independent States

• Participating countries:
Armenia, Belarus, Russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan

• Relevance:
Increasing energy cooperation between Russia and Central
Asia with China
Impact of regional energy regime on external players, as
highlighted by Russia-EU relation



• Eurasian energy law

– Energy chapter of the Eurasian Treaty
– Regulation of natural monopoly, access to network, market

integration
– Ongoing regulatory process based on harmonization
– Taking into account international experience

relevance of ECT and EU experience

– Compliance with international commitments (ECT)



• Objectives
– Integration of national energy markets to achieve the

mutual benefits of parallel energy supply
– Economic development and energy security
– Cost-efficient and reliable functioning of energy systems
– Supply-demand balance based on common market and

competition

– Energy contracts (PPA), integration of energy exchanges,
balancing



Lessons from the EU experience

• Liberalization of transit as first step in the EU energy
market integration process

Council Directive 90/547/EEC of 29 October 1990 on the
transit of electricity through transmission grids

• Non-discriminatory third party access to the network
as ‘cornerstone’ of the integration and liberalization
process
– Strict interpretation of exceptions
– Application to cross-border energy exchanges (VEMW)
– Termination of priority access rights (VEMW)



VEMW:

Non-discriminatory Third Party Access to the network “precludes
national measures that grant an undertaking preferential
capacity for the cross-border transmission of electricity, whether
those measures derive from the system operator, the controller
of system management or the legislature, in the case where such
measures have not been authorised” within the exemption
procedure of the Internal Energy Market Directives.



Commission v. Slovakia

Priority access right of foreign investor is protected under
Bilateral Investment Treaty.

This protection can justify exemption to TPA.



• Substantive and procedural aspects
– Refusal in case of lack of capacity
– Transparent and objective criteria
– Dispute resolution procedure
– Role of independent regulator
– Role of unbundling in enforcement of right

• Construction of new interconnection capacity
– As part of TFEU energy objectives
– Role of EU financing



Access to the network under
Eurasian energy law

• General principle of open and non-discriminatory
access to natural monopoly infrastructure
National treatment: interdiction to impose additional
requirements to those applicable to national participants
Independence, transparency, objectivity
‘Economically justified’ tariffs:

indexation
cost+
benchmark
return on investment

Regulation of disputes



• Specific energy regime: access to electricity and
gas network infrastructure
Principle of Third Party Access to available capacity
BUT
Limited to supply of Eurasian Union members, and
Priority treatment for national energy supply
Respect for existing/international rights

states must determine national energy balance indicating
national energy needs and cross-border energy import-
export, to be submitted to Commission

volume of export and transit capacity must be announced
in advance



• Challenges
– Limited procedural guarantees concerning the

determination of national energy needs
– National approach to energy security
– No independence requirement of natural monopoly

companies: conflict of interest
– Objective and transparent criteria underlying refusal?
– Dispute resolution against refusal?



The construction of new network
capacity

• Facilitated under Eurasian energy law

• But weak language and absence of facilitating
procedures

• Role for the Eurasian Development Bank



Conclusion
• TPA: common principle of natural monopoly regulation
• Challenges:

– Priority access for national energy demand and existing rights
– Conflict of interests re. determination of energy demand
– Limited cross-border capacity + lack of transparency on

allocation

• International experience
– Importance of objective criteria to refusal
– Independent dispute resolution procedure
– Common approach to the financing of cross-border

infrastructure
– Integrated approach to energy security
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